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Abstract: Recently, the control of multiphase electric drives has been a hot research topic due to the
advantages of multiphase machines, namely the reduced phase ratings, improved fault tolerance and
lesser torque harmonics. Finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) is one of the most
promising high performance control strategies due to its good dynamic behaviour and flexibility
in the definition of control objectives. Although several FCS-MPC strategies have already been
proposed for multiphase drives, a comparative study that assembles all these strategies in a single
reference is still missing. Hence, this paper aims to provide an overview and a critical comparison of
all available FCS-MPC techniques for electric drives based on six-phase machines, focusing mainly
on predictive current control (PCC) and predictive torque control (PTC) strategies. The performance
of an asymmetrical six-phase permanent magnet synchronous machine is compared side-by-side for
a total of thirteen PCC and five PTC strategies, with the aid of simulation and experimental results.
Finally, in order to determine the best and the worst performing control strategies, each strategy is
evaluated according to distinct features, such as ease of implementation, minimization of current
harmonics, tuning requirements, computational burden, among others.

Keywords: multiphase electric drives; multiphase machines; six-phase machines; finite control set
model predictive control; predictive current control; predictive torque control

1. Introduction

Rotating electrical machines with a number of phases higher than three (n > 3) are commonly
referred to in the literature as multiphase machines [1]. Multiphase machines were first used in
high power generation units during the 1920s due to the current limit of circuit breakers at that
time and due to the size of the reactors needed to limit currents in the event of faults [2]. In the
1960s, it was demonstrated that an increase in the number of phases of electrical machines fed by
voltage source inverters (VSIs) leads to an increase of the order of torque pulsations (h = 2n) and
to a reduction of their magnitude [3]. Additionally, the increase in the number of phases also leads
to a lower current or voltage per phase, decreasing the requirements of the power semiconductors
ratings [4]. An electric drive with improved reliability based on a multiphase machine was first
studied in the 1980s [5], where each phase was connected to an independent power converter and
in the event of a fault in one or more phases, the drive could remain in operation with a reduced
power rating. Since the decoupled control of flux and torque in multiphase machines only requires
the regulation of two independent current components, regardless of the number of phases of the
machine [6], multiphase machines provide additional degrees of freedom that can be used for several
purposes without affecting the production of flux and torque [7]. The first works taking advantage
of the additional degrees of freedom of multiphase machines were published in the 1990s, where
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the injection of current harmonics was used to enhance the torque developed by machines with
concentrated windings [8,9]. Multimotor drives proposed in the 2000s is another application that
takes advantage of the additional degrees of freedom, where a single n-phase VSI is able to drive
independently up to (n− 1) /2 machines if n is odd or up to (n− 2) /2 machines if n is even, either
connected in series or in parallel [10,11]. More recently, the additional degrees of freedom of multiphase
machines are being used to provide: balancing of the dc-link capacitors of series-connected VSIs on
the machine side [12]; unequal power sharing [13,14]; full-load test methods [15,16]; integrated battery
charging for electric vehicles [17–19]; dynamic braking for non-regenerative electric drives [20,21];
and diagnosis of open-phase faults [22,23]. In addition to the reduced current or voltage ratings
per phase, lower torque harmonics, improved fault-tolerant capabilities and additional degrees of
freedom, multiphase machines also offer other advantages over their three-phase counterparts, namely:
improved winding factors, reduced harmonic content in the magnetomotive force (MMF), lower rotor
losses and lesser harmonics in the dc-link current [1,24–26]. Nowadays, electric drives based on
multiphase machines are employed in a wide range of areas, such as aircraft [27,28], electric or hybrid
vehicles [29], locomotive traction [30], high-speed elevators [31], ship propulsion [32], spacecraft [33]
and wind energy applications [34–36].

In multiphase electric drives, n-phase machines are typically supplied by a n-phase VSI, whose
power semiconductors are commanded by a control strategy in order to achieve variable speed
operation [26]. Several control strategies have been reported in the literature over the years for
multiphase electric drives, such as scalar or constant V/ f control, field oriented control (FOC) and
direct torque control (DTC) [25,26]. Scalar control regulates the speed of the machine by imposing a
constant ratio between the amplitude and the frequency of the stator voltage [3]. Since the constant V/ f
control cannot control directly the currents, an unbalance in the machine can lead to the appearance of
x-y current components with considerable magnitude [37]. Moreover, the reference voltages generated
by scalar control are translated into command signals for the power semiconductors of the VSI using
pulse width modulation (PWM) or space vector PWM (SV-PWM) techniques [7]. However, similarly
to standard three-phase electric drives, scalar control cannot provide accurate control of the rotor
speed of multiphase machines and leads to a poor dynamic performance [25]. On the other hand, both
FOC and DTC schemes provide a decoupled control of the flux and torque, improving the control
of the machine [38]. Typically, in FOC schemes the flux and torque of the machine are adjusted by
regulating two independent current components with proportional-integral (PI) controllers, regardless
of the number of phases of the machine, and the VSI control signals are synthesized with PWM or
SV-PWM techniques [39,40]. In the case of DTC schemes, the flux and torque are controlled directly
with hysteresis controllers and the control actuation is usually selected using a switching table [41,42].

In the last decade, finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC), along with control
strategies such as FOC and DTC, has been proposed for the control of high-performance electric
drives [43–45]. The main advantages of FCS-MPC over the classical control strategies are the
improved dynamic performance, flexibility in the definition of control objectives and easy inclusion
of constraints [46]. Since SV-PWM techniques can be hard to implement in multiphase drives [7],
particularly for machines with a high number of phases or when multilevel converters are employed,
FCS-MPC is also an attractive solution for multiphase drives since it does not require the use of
a modulator [46]. FCS-MPC strategies use a discrete version of the system model to predict the
future behavior of the controlled variables, considering a finite set of possible actuations of the power
converters [47]. Typically, FCS-MPC strategies can be based on the application of a single switching
state during a sampling period, referred to as optical switching vector MPC (OSV-MPC), or as an
alternative, consider the application of an optimal switching sequence, known as optimal switching
sequence (OSS-MPC) [48]. The control objectives of the FCS-MPC strategies are expressed in the form
of a cost function, which evaluates the error between the controlled variables and their reference
values. Hence, the optimal actuation is obtained by selecting, among the considered finite set of control
actuations the one that leads to the minimum value of the cost function [46–48].
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The FCS-MPC strategies available in the literature for multiphase drives are commonly classified
according to their control objectives, such as predictive current control (PCC), predictive torque control
(PTC) or predictive speed control (PSC) [49]. In the case of PCC schemes, the stator currents are
the controlled variables, while the flux and torque are usually selected as the controlled variables in
PTC strategies [50]. The PSC scheme eliminates the external PI speed loop present in PCC and PTC
strategies although it requires the tuning of several weighting factors and depends on the mechanical
parameters of the drive to estimate the load torque and predict the rotor speed [51]. Due to these
limitations of PSC schemes, applications of both PCC and PTC strategies for multiphase drives are
more popular among the research community and can be found in multiple publications [49,50,52–55].

Although several works have reported implementations of FCS-MPC strategies for electric drives
based on multiphase machines in recent years, very few works attempted to review and compare
these control strategies [50]. The publications [43,50,56,57] provide an overview of FCS-MPC strategies
applied to five and six-phase machines, which are the simplest and the most addressed configurations
in the literature [58]. However, these publications do not provide simulation or experimental results
and lack a critical comparison among the considered FCS-MPC control strategies. On the other hand,
a comparison between several FCS-MPC strategies applied to a six-phase PMSM drive was presented
in Reference [49], although only simulation results were provided and the latest contributions in this
field are missing.

This paper assembles in a single reference all published FCS-MPC strategies for electric drives
based on six-phase machines. It presents a critical comparative study between the different
FCS-MPC strategies, highlighting their advantages and drawbacks, being supported by a theoretical
framework and by both simulation and experimental results obtained with a six-phase PMSM drive.
Additionally, the paper includes a section providing an overview of the different topologies of
multiphase electric drives and a section detailing the modeling of six-phase machine drives.

The paper is structured as follows—Section 2 provides an overview of the existing multiphase
electric drives, Section 3 discusses the modeling of six-phase drives and Section 4 presents the theory
behind the FCS-MPC strategies for the six-phase drives published so far. Moreover, Section 5 presents
the simulation results of the reviewed FCS-MPC strategies, while Section 6 presents the experimental
results for the same control strategies. Finally, Section 7 contains the main conclusions of this work.

2. Multiphase Electric Drives

Since n-phase machines are supplied by n-phase power converters in multiphase electric drives,
the variable n is not restricted by the number of phases of the electric grid and can be selected according
to the application [26]. Hence, this section provides an overview of the different types of n-phase
machines and n-phase power converters reported in the literature. Since this paper provides an
overview of the FCS-MPC strategies for six-phase drives (n = 6) in particular, this topology is analyzed
in more detail in Section 2.3.

2.1. Types of Multiphase Electric Machines

The main difference between multiphase and standard three-phase machines is the configuration
of the stator windings [58]. In multiphase machines, the stator windings are designed to have n phases
and can be of distributed or concentrated type, depending on the number of stator slots per pole per
phase [25]. Regarding the machine type in multiphase drives, the majority of the literature published
in recent years has been focused on induction machines (IMs) and permanent magnet synchronous
machines (PMSMs) [50,59]. In comparison to IMs, PMSMs provide a higher efficiency and power
density, higher power factor and enhanced fault tolerance against open-phase faults [58,60].

Multiphase machines are typically classified according to the spatial displacement between phases
and are denominated as symmetrical or asymmetrical machines [58]. In the symmetrical configuration,
the stator windings of a n-phase machine are designed to have a displacement of 360/n electrical
degrees between consecutive phases [61]. However, if n is an odd and non-prime number or if n
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is an even number, that is, n = {6, 9, 12, 15, ...}, the stator windings of a n-phase machine can also
be designed to have an asymmetrical configuration. In the asymmetrical configuration, the stator
windings are associated in k sets of windings, each one with a phases (n = a · k) spaced by 360/a
electrical degrees and the k sets of windings are displaced by α = 180/n electrical degrees between
them [62]. In the symmetrical configuration, the n-phases are usually wye-connected with a single
neutral point, whereas in the asymmetrical configuration the a phases within each set of windings are
wye-connected with k neutral points, which can be left isolated or connected to each other [59].

The asymmetrical configuration with k isolated neutral points is widely adopted since it restricts
the circulation of zero-sequence currents (ZSC) [63] and provides isolation among the k sets of
windings [26], although the number of independent currents is reduced to from n − 1 to n − k in
comparison with the single neutral point case [25]. Since the k sets of windings are isolated from
each other, the use of coupling inductors is not necessary as in the case of high-power three-phase
machines, where several power converters are associated in parallel to achieve high power ratings [60].
In the case of a fault in either the converter or the machine, a simple fault-tolerant control strategy
can be adopted for machines with n = a · k phases and k isolated neutrals by simply deactivating the
affected set of windings, while the drive is maintained in operation with a reduction in the power
rating of 1/k× 100% [26]. On the other hand, the asymmetrical configuration with a single neutral
configuration has additional k − 1 degrees of freedom, resulting in improved performance under
fault-tolerant operation [62,64,65].

The majority of multiphase machines with an asymmetrical configuration are designed to have
multiple sets of three-phase windings (a = 3) in order to maintain the compatibility with standard
three-phase power converters [59,66]. Examples of application of these multiphase machines are the
six-phase (k = 2) and twelve-phase generators (k = 4) used in wind energy applications [67], and the
nine-phase machine used in high-speed elevators [31]. Although less common, the sets of windings
can be arranged with a number of phases different from three, such as the fifteen-phase machine with
three sets of five-phase windings (a = 5) reported in Reference [58] for a ship propulsion system.

2.2. Types of Power Converters

The n-phase power converters employed in multiphase drives can be of two types: n-phase VSIs
or n-phase current source inverters (CSIs). Nowadays, n-phase VSIs are usually adopted in multiphase
drives [58], while CSIs were used in some of the earlier multiphase drives [68,69]. Typically, two-level
voltage source inverters (2L-VSIs) are used to drive multiphase machines in industrial applications,
although multilevel topologies, such as the neutral-point-clamped (3L-NPC) converter can also be
employed [7,70]. Other topologies of multiphase VSIs referred in the literature are the n-phase matrix
converter and the n-phase H-bridge converter [26,66].

Multiphase power converters can be associated to supply the machine from one side or from
both sides, being usually denominated as single or double-sided supply [7]. The single-sided
configuration is the one typically employed in multiphase drives, since the stator windings in
multiphase phase machines are commonly wye-connected into one or multiple stars [26]. In the
double-sided configuration, the stator windings of the machine are supplied from both sides in an
open winding configuration, increasing the number of levels of the phase voltage supplied by the VSIs
and improving the fault-tolerant performance of the system [7,58]. However, the double-sided supply
configuration requires twice the number of VSIs used in the single-sided configuration, increasing the
complexity of the electric drive.

Typically, n-phase machines with multiple sets of a-phase windings (n = a · k) are supplied from k
VSIs, each one with a phases [59]. These k VSIs can be arranged into three configurations regarding the
dc-link side: (i) a single dc-link; (ii) k isolated dc-links; (iii) k series-connected dc-links [58]. In healthy
operation, both the single dc-link and the k isolated dc-links provide similar performance, the only
difference is in fault-tolerant operation where the single dc-link provides better capabilities [71–73].
In spite of elevating the total dc-link voltage, the use of k series-connected dc-links requires a control
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strategy to guarantee the balance of the voltage of the dc-link capacitors and performs worse than the
other configurations in fault-tolerant operation [12].

2.3. Particular Case: Six-Phase Drives

Among multiphase machines with multiple sets of three-phase windings, the asymmetrical
six-phase machine with two isolated neutrals (2N) is the simplest and the most studied
configuration [1,25,26,50,58,59,74]. In the literature, six-phase machines are also referred to as dual
three-phase, dual-stator, double-star, quasi six-phase or split-phase machines [25,38]. The diagram of a
typical six-phase drive is presented in Figure 1, where a six-phase machine (either an IM or a PMSM)
with an asymmetrical winding configuration is supplied by two 2L-VSIs connected to a single dc-link.

Regarding the configuration of the stator windings of six-phase machines, the asymmetrical
configuration is the most reported in the literature, where the two sets of three-phase windings
are displaced by thirty electrical degrees (α = 30◦), as shown in Figure 1b [58]. The asymmetrical
configuration provides a reduction of the MMF harmonic content and eliminates the torque harmonics
of order h = 6 ·m, with m being an odd number [37,75,76]. Other values for the displacement between
the two sets of windings, such as α = 0◦ and α = 60◦(symmetrical configuration), do not provide a
reduction of the harmonic content of the MMF and torque [25,76,77].

dc
U

+

-

1as

1as

1bs

1bs

1cs

1cs

2as

2as

2bs

2bs

2cs

2cs

Six-phase machine

(IM / PMSM)
Power converters (2L-VSIs)

1a

2a

1b

2b

1c

2c

30º

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Six-phase asymmetrical drive: (a) power circuit; (b) winding arrangement of the six-phase
asymmetrical machine with a 2N configuration.

Since in six-phase machines the two sets of windings are typically wye-connected, three neutral
configurations are possible: (i) 2N; (ii) single isolated neutral (1N); and (iii) single neutral connected to
the middle point of the dc-link bus or to an extra leg of the VSI, being termed as single non-isolated
neutral (1NIN) in this paper [62]. The 2N configuration is often used since it provides a better dc-link
voltage usage and avoids the circulation of ZSCs, leading to a better performance in steady-state
operation, with lesser current harmonics, in comparison to the 1N and 1NIN configurations [58].
On the other hand, the 1N and 1NIN configurations proved to be advantageous in fault-tolerant
operation [62,64,65,78], and in the enhancement of torque for the case of the 1NIN configuration [79,80].

3. System Model

This chapter presents the mathematical model of electric drives based on six-phase machines
(both IMs and PMSMs) fed by two 2L-VSIs, which is required for the implementation of
FCS-MPC strategies.

3.1. Introduction

In the literature, two distinct transformations are reported to model six-phase machines:
the double d-q transformation and the variable space decomposition (VSD) transformation [38,50,81].
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The double d-q transformation consists in the application of the Park transformation to both sets of
windings [75,82] and was widely used in the first FOC and DTC strategies proposed for six-phase
machines [25,38]. The VSD transformation is widely used nowadays not only in FCS-MPC but also
in FOC and DTC strategies [50,58] since it is able to separate the current, flux linkage and voltage
components responsible for the electromechanical energy conversion, mapped into the α-β subspace,
from the remaining components, mapped into the x-y subspace, which can be used as additional
degrees of freedom [7]. Moreover, the VSD transformation eliminates the coupling terms between
the different subspaces in the model of six-phase machines, which are present when the double d-q
transformation is used instead [81]. Additionally, the VSD transformation maps the current, flux and
voltage harmonics of order h = 12m± 1 with m = 1, 2, ... into the α-β subspace, while the harmonics of
order h = 6m± 1 with m = 1, 3, ..., are mapped into the x-y subspace [83].

3.2. Two-Level Voltage Source Inverters

Considering a six-phase machine with a 2N configuration, the phase voltages depend on the
switching state vector s of the 2L-VSIs defined in (1) and are calculated with (2):

s =
[

sa1 sb1 sc1 sa2 sb2 sc2

]T
, (1)



ua1s
ub1s
uc1s
ua2s
ub2s
uc2s


=

Udc
3



2 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
−1 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 −1 −1
0 0 0 −1 2 −1
0 0 0 −1 −1 2


· s, (2)

where su = {0, 1} is the switching state of phase u, with u ∈ {a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2}. If su = 1, the top
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) of phase u is ON and the bottom IGBT is OFF, while the
opposite is true when su = 0. By applying the VSD transformation [83] defined in (3) to the phase
voltages given by (2), the stator voltage components of the six-phase machine in the α-β, x-y and z1-z2

subspaces are calculated by (4):

Tvsd =
1
3



1 cos
( 2π

3
)

cos
(

4π
3

)
cos

(
π
6
)

cos
( 5π

6
)

cos
( 9π

6
)

0 sin
( 2π

3
)

sin
(

4π
3

)
sin
(

π
6
)

sin
( 5π

6
)

sin
( 9π

6
)

1 cos
(

4π
3

)
cos

( 2π
3
)
− cos

(
π
6
)
− cos

( 5π
6
)
− cos

( 9π
6
)

0 sin
(

4π
3

)
sin
( 2π

3
)

sin
(

π
6
)

sin
( 5π

6
)

sin
( 9π

6
)

1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1


, (3)

[
uαs uβs uxs uys uz1s uz2s

]T
= Tvsd ·

[
ua1s ub1s uc1s ua2s ub2s uc2s

]T
. (4)

The sixty-four different possibilities for the switching state vector s result in forty-nine distinct
voltage vectors mapped into the α-β and x-y subspaces simultaneously, as shown in Figure 2.
The projections of the voltage vectors in z1-z2 are not considered in the model of six-phase machines
with a 2N configuration since ZSCs cannot circulate [84]. The index of the voltage vectors represented
in Figure 2 is obtained by the conversion of the binary number of vector s into a decimal number.
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Figure 2. Voltage vectors of the six-phase machine in a stationary reference frame, mapped into the:
(a) α-β; (b) x-y; (c) z1-z2 subspaces.

3.3. Six-Phase Induction Machine

In order to obtain the dynamic model of a six-phase IM in an arbitrary reference frame rotating at
an angular speed ωa, the following rotation matrix is used along with the VSD transformation:

R(θa) =


Tr(θa) 02 02

02

(
Tr(θa)

)−1
02

02 02 I2

 , Tr(θa) =

[
cos(θa) sin(θa)

− sin(θa) cos(θa)

]
, (5)

where θa is the electrical angle of the arbitrary reference frame, with the d-axis aligned with the airgap,
stator or rotor flux [38]. Matrix R(θa) rotates the α-β components in the counterclockwise direction in
order to obtain the d-q components, while the x-y components are rotated in the clockwise direction in
order to obtain the x′-y′ components. This direction of rotation of the x-y components is adopted in
recent works since it makes easier to control the unbalance of the machine [12,20,84,85].

Considering sinusoidally distributed windings, negligible saturation and symmetry between the
different phases, the voltage equations of a six-phase IM in an arbitrary reference frame (rotating at an
angular speed ωa), obtained by the application of the VSD transformation along with (5) are given
by [58,86]:

uds
uqs

uxs′

uys′

uz1s
uz2s


= Rs



ids
iqs

ixs′

iys′

iz1s
iz2s


+

d
dt



ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


+ ωa



0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0





ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


, (6)

[
udr
uqr

]
= Rr

[
idr
iqr

]
+

d
dt

[
ψdr
ψqr

]
+ (ωa −ωr)

[
0 −1
1 0

] [
ψdr
ψqr

]
, (7)

where {Rs, Rr} are the equivalent resistance of the stator and rotor windings, respectively, ωr is
the rotor electric angular speed, the symbols u, i, ψ represent the voltage, current and flux linkage
and indexes s and r stand for stator and rotor variables. The voltage equations of the six-phase IM
can be written in the stationary or stator reference frame for ωa = 0, in the rotor reference frame
for ωa = ωr, or in the synchronous reference frame for ωa = ωs, with ωs being the synchronous
angular speed.
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Taking into account the effect of the mutual leakage inductance, which is non-negligible in
six-phase machines with short-pitched windings [87], the relation between the flux linkage and the
current components mapped into the d-q and x′-y′ subspaces is given by [25,38]:

ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


=



Ls 0 0 0 0 0
0 Ls 0 0 0 0
0 0 Lls 0 0 0
0 0 0 Lls 0 0
0 0 0 0 L0 0
0 0 0 0 0 L0





ids
iqs

ixs′

iys′

iz1s
iz2s


+



Mm 0
0 Mm

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0


[

idr
iqr

]
, (8)

[
ψdr
ψqr

]
=

[
Mm 0 0 0 0 0

0 Mm 0 0 0 0

]


ids
iqs

ixs′

iys′

iz1s
iz2s


+

[
Lr 0
0 Lr

] [
idr
iqr

]
. (9)

The inductance parameters in (8) and (9) are given by [88]:
Ls =Lls + 2Llm + 3Lm

L0 =Lls + Llm

Lr =Llr + 3Lm

Mm =3Lm

, (10)

where Lls is the self leakage inductance of stator, Llm is the mutual leakage inductance of the stator,
Lm is the magnetizing inductance and Llr is the self leakage inductance of the rotor. The torque
developed by the six-phase IM is computed with [25]:

te = 3p
(
ψds · iqs − ψqs · ids

)
= −3p

(
ψdr · iqr − ψqr · idr

)
= 3pMm

(
idr · iqs − iqr · ids

)
. (11)

From (8) and (11), it becomes clear that the flux linkage components mapped into the x′-y′

subspace do not contribute to the production of torque and only contribute to the stator leakage
flux [87]. Since the equivalent impedance of the machine in the x′-y′ subspace is very low, as it
only depends on Rs and Lls, it might lead to the circulation of large currents in this subspace, which
contributes to the increase of the stator copper losses [89].

3.4. Six-Phase Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine

Assuming sinusoidally distributed windings, negligible saturation and symmetry between the
different phases, the dynamic model of a six-phase PMSM in the rotor reference frame (rotating at ωr)
obtained with the VSD transformation and rotation matrix (5) is defined by [58,76]:

uds
uqs

uxs′

uys′

uz1s
uz2s


= Rs



ids
iqs

ixs′

iys′

iz1s
iz2s


+

d
dt



ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


+ ωr



0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0





ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


, (12)
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ψds
ψqs

ψxs′

ψys′

ψz1s
ψz2s


=



Ld 0 0 0 0 0
0 Lq 0 0 0 0
0 0 Lx 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ly 0 0
0 0 0 0 L01 0
0 0 0 0 0 L02





ids
iqs

ixs′

iys′

iz1s
iz2s


+



ψds,PM
ψqs,PM

ψxs′ ,PM
ψys′ ,PM
ψz1s,PM

ψz2s,PM


, (13)

where
{

Ld, Lq, Lx, Ly, L01, L02
}

are the equivalent inductances of the d, q, x′, y′, z1 and z2 axis,
respectively and ψvs,PM is the v-component of the stator flux linkage due to permanent magnets
(PMs), with v ∈ {d, q, x′, y′, z1, z2}. Considering only the fundamental component of the stator flux
linkage due to the PMs, the flux components in the d-q, x′-y′ and z1-z2 subspaces are given by:[

ψds,PM ψqs,PM ψxs′ ,PM ψys′ ,PM ψz1s,PM ψz2s,PM

]T
=
[

ψs,PM1 0 0 0 0 0
]T

, (14)

where ψPM1 is the peak value of the fundamental component of the stator flux linkage due to the PMs.
The torque of a six-phase PMSM is calculated with (15) [81]:

te = 3p
[
ψs,PM1iqs +

(
Ld − Lq

)
idsiqs

]
. (15)

Considering a six-phase PMSM with surface-mounted PMs (SPMSM), the inductance parameters
are given by: 

Ld =Lq = Ldq = Lls + 2Llm + 3Lm

Lx =Ly = Lxy = Lls

L01 =L02 = L0 = Lls + Llm

, (16)

and the torque expression is reduced to [76]:

te = 3p
(
ψs,PM1iqs

)
. (17)

Equations (12)–(17) show that only the d-q current components contribute to the production of
torque in six-phase PMSMs with distributed windings and in the case of SPMSMs the torque depends
only on the q-axis current component. On the other hand, the x′-y′ current components are only limited
by a small equivalent impedance, which can lead to the appearance of large x′-y′ currents in six-phase
PMSMs fed by VSIs [58].

4. Finite Control Set Model Predictive Control

Model predictive control (MPC) uses a model of the system to predict the future values of the
output variables and selects a control actuation by minimizing a cost function, which defines the
control objectives [47]. In the last decade, the increase in the computational power of real-time control
platforms has made possible the application of MPC strategies to electric drives [46]. In the literature,
MPC strategies are usually divided into two categories: CCS-MPC (continuous control set model
predictive control) and FCS-MPC [43,44,57]. The FCS-MPC is usually preferred in the control of electric
drives due to the easy inclusion of constraints and non-linearities in the cost function [48]. Due to the
flexibility of FCS-MPC strategies, different control objectives can be set in the cost function, such as the
reference tracking of current, torque, flux or speed. PCC and PTC are the most reported FCS-MPC
variants for six-phase machine drives [50,58]. Although less common PSC was also proposed in
Reference [51] to eliminate the speed PI controller present in PCC and PTC, although it requires
the tuning of several weighting factors and depends on the mechanical parameters of the drive to
estimate the load torque and predict the rotor speed. Hence, this paper is focused only on PCC and
PTC variants.
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4.1. Standard and Restrained Search Predictive Current Control

The standard predictive current control (S-PCC) strategy for electric drives based on six-phase
IMs was introduced in References [90,91]. In order to predict the values of the stator currents for
instant k + h, where h is the prediction horizon, the model of the six-phase IM (6)–(9) is discretized
with the forward Euler method:

ik+h
ds

ik+h
qs

ik+h
xs′

ik+h
ys′

 =


1− RsTs

σLs

(ωr
σ + ωk

)
Ts 0 0

−
(ωr

σ + ωk
)

Ts 1− RsTs
σLs

0 0
0 0 1− RsTs

Lls
−ωaTs

0 0 ωaTs 1− RsTs
Lls




ik+h−1
ds

ik+h−1
qs

ik+h−1
xs′

ik+h−1
ys′

+


Rr MmTs

σLr Ls
ωr

MmTs
σLs

−ωr
MmTs
σLs

Rr MmTs
σLr Ls

0 0
0 0


[

ik+h−1
dr

ik+h−1
qr

]
+


Ts

σLs
0 0 0

0 Ts
σLs

0 0
0 0 Ts

Lls
0

0 0 0 Ts
Lls




uk+h−1
ds

uk+h−1
qs

uk+h−1
xs′

uk+h−1
ys′


, (18)

where σ = 1− M2
m/ (LrLs) and ωk = ωa − ωr. Since the rotor currents cannot be measured, they

must be estimated either using an observer, such as the Luenberger observer or a Kalman filter [92,93]
or using the past values of the measured variables [91,94]. In order to compensate the delay in the
actuation, a prediction horizon of two samples ahead (h = 2) is usually selected in FCS-MPC strategies.
Hence, the stator current components are predicted for instant k + 2 using (18) (with h = 2), which
depend on the rotor current components at instant k + 1, given by:[

ik+1
dr

ik+1
qr

]
=

[
1− RrTs

σLr

(
ωa − ωr

σ

)
Ts

−
(
ωa − ωr

σ

)
Ts 1− RrTs

σLr

] [
ik
dr

ik
qr

]
+

[
MmRsTs

σLr Ls
−ωr MmTs

σLr
ωr MmTs

σLr
MmRsTs

σLr Ls

] [
ik
ds

ik
qs

]
[
−MmTs

σLr
0

0 −MmTs
σLr

] [
uk

ds
uk

qs

] . (19)

Alternatively, if a six-phase PMSM is used instead, the predictions of the stator current for instant
k + h are computed with:


ik+h
ds

ik+h
qs

ik+h
xs′

ik+h
ys′

 =


1− RsTs

Ld

ωr LqTs
Ld

0 0

−ωr LdTs
Lq

1− RsTs
Lq

0 0

0 0 1− RsTs
Lx

−ωr LyTs
Lx

0 0 ωr LxTs
Ly

1− RsTs
Ly




ik+h−1
ds

ik+h−1
qs

ik+h−1
xs′

ik+h−1
ys′

+


Ts
Ld

0 0 0
0 Ts

Lq
0 0

0 0 Ts
Lx

0
0 0 0 Ts

Ly




uk+h−1
ds

uk+h−1
qs

uk+h−1
xs′

uk+h−1
ys′

−


0
ωrTs

Lq
ψs,PM1

0
0


, (20)

The cost function of the S-PCC strategy is evaluated for forty-nine different voltage vectors
(Figure 2) and is given by:

gc =
(

i∗ds − ik+2
ds

)2
+
(

i∗qs − ik+2
qs

)2
+ λxy

[(
i∗xs′ − ik+2

xs′

)2
+
(

i∗ys′ − ik+2
ys′

)2
]

, (21)

where λxy is the weighting factor that adjusts the relative importance of the reference tracking of the
x′-y′ current components over the d-q current components. The value of i∗ds is regulated to impose
rated flux in IMs, while in the case of SPMSMs, the value of i∗ds is set to zero since the rated flux is
produced by the PMs of the rotor [58]. For the operation above rated speed, the value of i∗ds should be
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reduced in both cases in order to limit the level of the back-electromotive force (EMF), which increases
proportionally with the rotor speed [78]. The value of i∗qs can be set directly to regulate the torque
of the machine or by a PI controller to regulate the speed of the machine. The voltage vector that
minimizes the cost function (21) is selected for application during the next sampling period. Besides
the last term of (21), which serves as a constraint to minimize the x-y current components, an additional
constraint could be used to reduce the switching frequency, although it would require the tuning of a
second weighting factor, which increases the complexity of the strategy. Although some PCC strategies
consider the use of magnitude errors in the cost function, as in Reference [91], squared errors provide
better reference tracking when the cost function has multiple terms, as stated in Reference [95].

In the case of IMs, the PCC strategies available in the literature use the model of the system in
the stationary reference frame (ωa = 0) [90–92,94], while the PCC strategies for PMSMs use the model
of the system in the synchronous reference frame (ωa = ωr), with the d-axis aligned with the flux
due to the PMs [49,51]. It is important to note that although the control can be performed in both
reference frames, using the synchronous reference frame can simplify the model of the system and
avoid the extrapolation of current references to instant k + 2 used in (21), since both ids and iqs are
constant quantities during steady-state conditions in this frame [67]. On the other hand, the use of the
stationary reference frame reduces the number of rotational transformations required in PCC strategies,
decreasing their computational burden.

The general diagram of the S-PCC strategy for a six-phase IM drive, considering a stationary
reference frame, is given in Figure 3, where the inverse of Tr defined in (5) is used to obtain the current
references in the stationary reference frame [90,91]. Vectors iαβ

s and uαβ
s are the stator current and

voltage vectors in the stationary reference frame, respectively and are defined as:

iαβ
s =

[
iαs iβs ixs iys iz1s iz2s

]T
, uαβ

s =
[

uαs uβs uxs uys uz1s uz2s

]T
. (22)
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Figure 3. General diagram of the S-PCC strategy for six-phase IM drives.

The general diagram of the S-PCC strategy for six-phase PMSM drives, considering the model of
the drive in the synchronous reference frame (ωa = ωr) is presented in Figure 4 [49]. Vectors is and
us are the stator current and voltage vectors in the synchronous reference frame rotating at ωa = ωr,
respectively and are defined as:

is =
[

ids iqs ixs′ iys′ iz1s iz2s

]T
, us =

[
uds uqs uxs′ uys′ uz1s uz2s

]T
. (23)
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Figure 4. General diagram of the S-PCC strategy for six-phase PMSM drives.

The computational burden of the S-PCC strategy can be high for application in real-time platforms,
especially if a multilevel VSI is employed [96]. The evaluation of only twelve large vectors in the
S-PCC strategy was considered in References [90,91], however it led to the increase of the x′-y′ current
harmonics. As an alternative, a restrained search predictive current control (RS-PCC) strategy was
proposed in Reference [97], which reduces the number of candidate switching states at each sampling
instant. The RS-PCC algorithm imposes the following constraints: (i) the candidate voltage vectors
can only generate commutations in two or less VSI legs; and (ii) A VSI leg cannot commute in two
consecutive sampling periods. Thus, the RS-PCC algorithm reduces the number of voltage vectors
for which the cost function (21) is evaluated from sixty-four to eleven voltage vectors if only two legs
were commuted in the previous sampling period or to sixteen voltage vectors if only one leg was
commuted [97].

4.2. Predictive Current Control Based on Pulse Width Modulation Schemes

A one-step modulation predictive current control (OSM-PCC) scheme was proposed in
Reference [98], which optimizes the length of the voltage vectors in order to improve the performance
of six-phase IMs at low speeds. This strategy considers only the twelve large voltage vectors in the α-β
subspace and optimizes the length of the optimal vector by minimizing the function:

gc f (va, da) =
(

i∗ds − da · ik+2
ds,a − (1− da) · ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(

i∗qs − da · ik+2
qs,a − (1− da) · ik+2

qs,0

)2
(24)

where da is the duty cycle of the optimal voltage vector with da ∈ [0, 1],
{

ik+2
ds,0 , ik+2

qs,0

}
are the predicted

d-q current components for instant k + 2 due to the application of a zero vector during Ts and{
ik+2
ds,a , ik+2

qs,a

}
are the predicted d-q current components for instant k + 2 due to the application of

the optimal vector va during Ts. The minimization of (24) is performed by solving:

∂gc f (va, da)

∂da
= 0, (25)

which yields:

da =

(
i∗ds − ik+2

ds,0

)(
ik+2
ds − ik+2

ds,0

)
+
(
i∗qs − ik+2

qs,0
)(

ik+2
qs − ik+2

qs,0
)

(
ik+2
ds − ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(
ik+2
qs − ik+2

qs,0
)2 . (26)

In order to minimize the x′-y′ current harmonics and to provide a fixed switching frequency,
a PWM-PCC strategy was proposed in Reference [99]. This strategy considers only thirteen voltage
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vectors (twelve large vectors in the α-β subspace and one zero vector) and since the PWM modulator is
able to generate the optimal voltage vector with zero x-y components, the cost function is reduced to:

gc f =
(

i∗ds − ik+2
ds

)2
+
(

i∗qs − ik+2
qs

)2
. (27)

However, it is important to mention that in order to generate zero x-y voltage components
over a sampling period in the PWM-PCC strategy, the PWM modulator reduces the amplitude of
the voltage vectors in the α-β subspace from 0.644 ·Udc to 0.5 ·Udc, which is the limit of the linear
modulation region [99]. An enhanced PWM-PCC (EPWM-PCC) was proposed in Reference [100],
where the main difference in relation to Reference [99] is that the optimal voltage vector is firstly
optimized in amplitude with (26), before being synthesized by the PWM modulator with zero voltage
x-y components. Moreover, an extended range PWM-PCC (ERPWM-PCC) strategy that combines
the EPWM-PCC approach for operation in the linear modulation region and the OSM-PCC method
for operation in the overmodulation region was proposed in Reference [101] in order to improve the
dc-link usage and the transient performance of six-phase machines.

The modulated PCC (M-PCC) proposed for six-phase IM drives in References [102–105] integrates
a modulation technique in the control algorithm to reduce the x′-y′ current components. This strategy
considers that the α-β subspace is divided into forty-eight different sectors, which are defined by
adjacent voltage vectors with the same amplitude. In order to calculate the duty cycles of the voltage
vectors within each sector, the M-PCC strategy considers that the duty cycles of the zero and active
vectors

{
dz, di, dj

}
are inversely proportional to the value of the cost function (21) for the respective

voltage vector, yielding [105]:

di =
gc (vz) gc

(
vj
)

gc (vz) gc (vi) + gc (vi) gc
(
vj
)
+ gc (vz) gc

(
vj
) , (28)

dj =
gc (vz) gc (vi)

gc (vz) gc (vi) + gc (vi) gc
(
vj
)
+ gc (vz) gc

(
vj
) , (29)

dz = 1−
(
di + dj

)
, (30)

where
{

gc (vz) , gc (vi) , gc
(
vj
)}

are the values of the cost function (21) due to a zero voltage vector vz

and due to the active voltage vectors vi and vj, respectively. The duty cycle dz is equally divided among
the two zero vectors v0 and v63, in order to achieve a fixed switching frequency. Finally, the M-PCC
strategy determines the optimal sector by evaluating the cost function:

gcm = gc (vi) di + gc
(
vj
)

dj, (31)

4.3. Predictive Current Control Based on Virtual Vectors

An innovative PCC strategy based on virtual vectors (VV-PCC) was proposed in References [106]
to mitigate the current harmonics mapped into the x′-y′ subspace of six-phase IM drives.
The theory behind virtual vectors was initially introduced for the direct torque control (DTC) of
five-phase [107,108] and six-phase [109] machines and consists in the creation of a new set of voltage
vectors, denominated virtual vectors or synthetic vectors in the literature [110,111], with zero x-y
voltage components. The twelve virtual vectors {vv1, ..., vv12} with an amplitude of 0.598 ·Udc shown
in Figure 5 are created by the combination of one large and one medium-large vectors with the same
phase in the α-β subspace (Figure 2), during a sampling period with the following duty cycles:

dL =
√

3− 1 ≈ 0.732, dMLI = 1− dL ≈ 0.268, (32)

where dL and dMLI are the duty cycles of the large and medium-large vectors, respectively.
Additionally, the zero virtual vector vv0 is obtained by the application of two zero vectors, v0 and
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v63, with equal duty cycles. The VV-PCC strategy evaluates (27) for thirteen virtual vectors
{vv0, ..., vv12}, and selects the virtual vector that minimizes the cost function for application during
the next sampling period. The virtual vectors are synthesized with switching patterns centered to
the middle of the sampling period as in References [110,111], in order to ease the implementation in
digital controllers.

a

b

VV1 (36,53)

VV2 (52,38)

VV3 (54,20)VV4 (22,50)

VV5 (18,30)

VV6 (26,19)

VV7 (27,10)
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 VV24
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x

V0-V24

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Virtual vectors in the stationary reference frame mapped into the: (a) α-β subspace;
(b) x-y subspace.

To improve the performance of a six-phase PMSM drive at low speeds, a VV-PCC strategy
based on an extended set of twenty-five virtual vectors (EVV-PCC) was proposed in Reference [112].
The extra twelve virtual vectors {vv13, ..., vv24} shown in Figure 5 have an amplitude of 0.345 ·Udc
and are created by the combination of one medium-large and one small vector, with the same phase in
the α-β subspace (Figure 2), during a sampling period with duty cycles given by:

dMLII =

√
3

3
≈ 0.577, dS = 1− dMLII ≈ 0.423, (33)

where dMLII and dS are the duty cycles of the medium-large and small vectors, respectively. To maintain
a reduced computational burden, the authors of Reference [112] use a deadbeat approach with the aim
to reduce the number of candidate virtual vectors from twenty-four to only two.

A PCC strategy based on the optimal amplitude of virtual vectors (OAVV-PCC) was introduced
in Reference [113] with the aim to reduce current/torque ripples at low speeds. The OAVV-PCC
strategy computes (27) for twelve virtual vectors {vv1, ..., vv12}, selects the vector vva that provides the
minimum value for the cost function and minimizes (34) in order to obtain the duty cycle da of vector
vva with (35):

gc f (vva, da) =
(

i∗ds − da · ik+2
ds,a − (1− da) · ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(

i∗qs − da · ik+2
qs,a − (1− da) · ik+2

qs,0

)2
, (34)

da =

(
i∗ds − ik+2

ds,0

)(
ik+2
ds,a − ik+2

ds,0

)
+
(
i∗qs − ik+2

qs,0
)(

ik+2
qs,a − ik+2

qs,0
)

(
ik+2
ds,a − ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(
ik+2
qs,a − ik+2

qs,0
)2 , (35)

where da is bounded to the interval [0, 1] and
{

ik+2
ds,a , ik+2

qs,a

}
are the predicted d-q current components for

instant k + 2 considering the application of vva during Ts. The OAVV-PCC strategy uses a centered
switching pattern to apply vva during da · Ts and vv0 during (1− da) · Ts. Since vector vv0 is obtained
by the application of two zero vectors v0 and v63 with equal application times ((1− da) · Ts/2), a fixed
switching frequency is obtained [113].

In order to improve the reference tracking of the d-q current components of six-phase machines,
a VV-PCC strategy based on the application of two virtual vectors over a sampling period (VV2-PCC)
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is suggested in Reference [114]. This strategy evaluates the cost function (27) for vectors {vv0, ..., vv12}
and selects the two adjacent active virtual vectors or one active and one zero virtual vector

{
vvi, vvj

}
that lead to the smallest values in the cost function. The optimal values for the duty cycles of vectors{

vvi, vvj
}

are obtained by minimizing:

gc f
(
vvi, di, vvj, dj

)
=
(

i∗ds − di · ik+2
ds,i − dj · ik+2

ds,j

)2
+
(

i∗qs − di · ik+2
qs,i − dj · ik+2

qs,j

)2
, (36)

where
{

di, dj
}

are both limited to the interval [0, 1] and subjected to di + dj = 1. The authors of
Reference [114] evaluate (36) for a range of values of di from 0.5 to 1 with steps of 0.05 and with dj = 1−
di, although an approach similar to that in References [113,115] can also be used to compute the optimal
values for

{
di, dj

}
. Finally, the VV2-PCC strategy has three switching possibilities: (i) application of

only one active virtual vector (similarly to VV-PCC); (ii) application of a zero and an active virtual
vector (similarly to OAVV-PCC); (iii) application of two active virtual vectors.

A PCC strategy based on virtual vectors with optimal amplitude and phase (OAPVV-PCC)
that combines two active and one zero virtual vector during a sampling period is proposed in
Reference [116]. This strategy applies an equivalent virtual vector optimized in both amplitude
and phase to the machine, thus improving the reference tracking of the d-q current components in
comparison to other PCC strategies based on virtual vectors. After selecting the two active virtual
vectors

{
vvi, vvj

}
from {vv1, ..., vv12} that provide minimum values for (27), the OAPVV-PCC strategy

optimizes first the phase and then the amplitude of the equivalent virtual vector to be applied.
Considering that the equivalent virtual vector vvn is defined as:

vvn = vvi · di + vvj · dj, (37)

with the duty cycles
{

di, dj
}

being subjected to the constraint di + dj = 1, the minimization of (36) yields:

di =

(
i∗ds − ik+2

ds,j
)(

ik+2
ds,i − ik+2

ds,j
)
+
(
i∗qs − ik+2

qs,j
)(

ik+2
qs,i − ik+2

qs,j
)

(
ik+2
ds,i − ik+2

ds,j
)2

+
(
ik+2
qs,i − ik+2

qs,j
)2 , dj = 1− di, (38)

where
{

di, dj
}

are both limited to the interval [0, 1]. The amplitude of vvn is then optimized by minimizing:

gc f (vvn, dn) =
(

i∗ds − dn · ik+2
ds,n − (1− dn) · ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(

i∗qs − dn · ik+2
qs,n − (1− dn) · ik+2

qs,0

)2
, (39)

which gives the duty cycle dn:

dn =

(
i∗ds − ik+2

ds,0

)(
ik+2
ds,n − ik+2

ds,0

)
+
(
i∗qs − ik+2

qs,0
)(

ik+2
qs,n − ik+2

qs,0
)

(
ik+2
ds,n − ik+2

ds,0

)2
+
(
ik+2
qs,n − ik+2

qs,0
)2 , (40)

where
{

ik+2
ds,n , ik+2

qs,n

}
are the predicted d-q current components for instant k + 2 due to the application of

vvn during Ts and dn ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, the equivalent virtual vector with both optimal amplitude and
phase is defined as:

v′vn = vvi · d′i + vvj · d′j, (41)

where the duty cycles
{

d′i, d′j
}

are given by:

d′i = di · dn, d′j = dj · dn, (42)
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with 0 < d′i + d′j < 1. The virtual vectors
{

vvi, vvj, vv0
}

are synthesized during the next sampling
period with the duty cycles

{
d′i, d′i, d0

}
, where d0 = 1− d′i − d′j, using a centered switching pattern as

in Reference [116], leading to a fixed switching frequency.

4.4. Bi-Subspace Predictive Current Control Based on Virtual Vectors

Although virtual vectors impose zero x-y voltage components over a sampling period, x′-y′

currents with considerable magnitude may continue to circulate in the stator windings due to machine
asymmetries, deadtime effects in the power switches of the VSIs or, in the case of PMSMs, the back-EMF
harmonics due to the non-sinusoidal shape of PMs [117–119]. Since the elimination of these current
harmonics requires the application of non-zero x-y voltages, the concept of dual virtual vectors was
introduced in Reference [120]. In opposition to the standard virtual vectors, the dual virtual vectors
only contain x-y voltage components, hence the control of the x′-y′ currents can be performed without
disturbing the reference tracking of the d-q current components, which regulate the flux and torque of
the machine. The dual virtual vectors are created by the combination of a large and a medium-large
vector with the same phase in the x-y subspace and the duty cycles given by (32), resulting in twelve
dual virtual vectors with an amplitude of 0.598 ·Udc in the x-y subspace (stationary reference frame),
as shown in Figure 6.

VD1 (34,43)

VD2 (42,38)

VD3 (46,10)VD4 (14,44)

VD5 (12,30)

VD6 (28,13)

VD7 (29,20)

VD8 (21,25)

VD9 (17,53) VD10 (49,19)

VD11 (51,33)

VD12 (35,50)

VD0

(0,63) x

y

a

b

VD0-VD12

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Dual virtual vectors in the stationary reference frame mapped into the: (a) α-β subspace;
(b) x-y subspace.

The bi-subspace PCC strategy based on virtual vectors (BSVV-PCC) presented in Reference [120]
aims to provide an accurate current control in both d-q and x′-y′ subspaces. This strategy uses two
FCS-MPC stages, where one regulates the d-q current components and the other regulates the x′-y′

current components. The regulation of the d-q current components is performed as in the OAVV-PCC
strategy, where the virtual vector vva that minimizes (27) is optimized in amplitude by computing
da with (35). Regarding the regulation of the x′-y′ current components, the following cost function is
evaluated for the twelve dual virtual vectors {vdv1, ..., vdv12}:

gcs =
(

i∗xs′ − ik+2
xs′

)2
+
(

i∗ys′ − ik+2
ys′

)2
, (43)

where the values of
{

i∗xs′ , i∗ys′

}
are set to zero in order to minimize the x′-y′ current components.

Then, the duty cycle db of the optimal dual virtual vector vdvb is obtained by minimizing:

gcs (vdvb, db) =
(

i∗xs − db · ik+2
xs′ ,b − (1− db) · ik+2

xs′ ,0

)2
+
(

i∗ys − db · ik+2
ys′ ,b − (1− db) · ik+2

ys′ ,0

)2
, (44)
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which results in:

db =

(
i∗xs′ − ik+2

xs′ ,0

)(
ik+2
xs′ ,b − ik+2

xs′ ,0

)
+
(
i∗ys′ − ik+2

ys′ ,0

)(
ik+2
ys′ ,b − ik+2

ys′ ,0

)
(
ik+2
xs′ ,b − ik+2

xs′ ,0

)2
+
(
ik+2
ys′ ,b − ik+2

ys′ ,0

)2 , (45)

where db belongs to the interval [0, 1] and
{

ik+2
xs′ ,b, ik+2

ys′ ,b

}
are the predicted d-q current components for

instant k + 2 considering the application of vdvb during Ts. Due to the voltage limitation of 2L-VSIs,
the BSVV-PCC strategy imposes the following constraint to db:

d′b =0, db < 0

d′b =db, 0 ≤ db ≤ 1− da

d′b =1− da, db > 1− da

. (46)

Finally, the vectors {vva, vdvb, vv0} with duty cycles {da, db, d0} are applied to the machine in the
next sampling period using centered switching patterns as described in Reference [120], thus leading
to a fixed switching frequency.

4.5. Standard Predictive Torque Control

The standard predictive torque control (S-PTC) for six-phase IMs used in electric vehicles was
presented in Reference [121]. Since in PTC schemes for IM drives the stator flux and torque are
controlled directly in the stationary reference frame (ωa = 0), the stator current and rotor flux
components are commonly selected as state variables [52,121]. Hence, from (6)–(9) and using the
forward Euler discretization method, the following expressions are obtained:


ik+h
ds

ik+h
qs

ik+h
xs′

ik+h
ys′

 =


1− Ts

στs
− (1−σ)Ts

στr
ωaTs 0 0

−ωaTs 1− Ts
στs
− (1−σ)Ts

στr
0 0

0 0 1− RsTs
Lls

−ωaTs

0 0 ωaTs 1− RsTs
Lls




ik+h−1
ds

ik+h−1
qs

ik+h−1
xs′

ik+h−1
ys′

+


Rr MmTs

σLs L2
r

ωr MmTs
σLs Lr

−ωr MmTs
σLs Lr

Rr MmTs
σLs L2

r

0 0
0 0


[

ψk+h−1
dr

ψk+h−1
qr

]
+


Ts

σLs
0 0 0

0 Ts
σLs

0 0
0 0 Ts

Lls
0

0 0 0 Ts
Lls




uk+h−1
ds

uk+h−1
qs

uk+h−1
xs′

uk+h−1
ys′


, (47)

[
ψk+h

dr
ψk+h

qr

]
=

[
1− Ts

τr
ωkTs

−ωkTs 1− Ts
τr

] [
ψk+h−1

dr
ψk+h−1

qr

]
+

[
MmTs

τr
0

0 MmTs
τr

] [
ik+h−1
ds

ik+h−1
qs

]
, (48)

where τs = Ls/Rs and τr = Lr/Rr. The stator flux components are obtained from the stator current
and rotor flux components with:

ψk+h
ds

ψk+h
qs

ψk+h
xs′

ψk+h
ys′

 =


σLs 0 0 0

0 σLs 0 0
0 0 Lls 0
0 0 0 Lls




ik+h
ds

ik+h
qs

ik+h
xs′

ik+h
ys′

+


Mm
Lr

0
0 Mm

Lr

0 0
0 0


[

ψk+h
dr

ψk+h
qr

]
, (49)

In order to select the optimal voltage vector, the S-PTC scheme evaluates the following cost
function for forty-nine distinct voltage vectors:

gt =

(
t∗e − tk+2

e
tn

)2

+

(
ψ∗s − ψk+2

s
ψsn

)2

+ Cdq + Cxy, (50)
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where ψsn is the rated stator flux, tn is the rated torque and tk+2
e is calculated by (11) using the

predictions of the current and stator flux components for instant k + 2. The term ψk+2
s is defined as:

ψk+2
s =

√(
ψk+2

ds

)2
+
(

ψk+2
qs

)2
. (51)

The terms Cdq and Cxy in (50) are overcurrent constraints that penalize currents above a certain
magnitude in both d-q and x′-y′ subspaces:Cdq =0, ik+2

s,dq ≤ imax
s,dq

Cdq =105, ik+2
s,dq > imax

s,dq

,

{
Cxy =0, ik+2

s,xy ≤ imax
s,xy

Cxy =105, ik+2
s,xy > imax

s,xy
, (52)

where
{

imax
s,dq , imax

s,xy

}
are the maximum values for the current amplitude in both d-q and x′-y′ subspaces

and
{

ik+2
s,dq , ik+2

s,xy

}
are defined as:

ik+2
s,dq =

√(
ik+2
ds

)2
+
(

ik+2
qs

)2
, ik+2

s,xy =

√(
ik+2
xs′

)2
+
(

ik+2
ys′

)2
. (53)

Finally, the voltage vector that minimizes (50) is applied to the six-phase IM during the next
sampling period. As an example, the general diagram of the S-PTC strategy for six-phase IM drives,
considering the model of the drive in the stationary reference frame (ωa = 0) is shown in Figure 7 [121].
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Figure 7. General diagram of the S-PTC strategy for six-phase IM drives.

An S-PTC strategy for six-phase PMSMs is presented in Reference [122], where the stator currents
are predicted with (20) considering the synchronous reference frame (ωa = ωr) with the d-axis aligned
with flux due to the PMs. The stator flux d-q and x′-y′ components are calculated by:

ψk+h
ds

ψk+h
qs

ψk+h
xs′

ψk+h
ys′

 =


Ld 0 0 0
0 Lq 0 0
0 0 Lx 0
0 0 0 Ly




ik+h
ds

ik+h
qs

ik+h
xs′

ik+h
ys′

+


ψs,PM1

0
0
0

 . (54)

The S-PTC strategy in Reference [122] uses a pre-selection process to reduce the number of
candidate voltage vectors from forty-nine to only three, based on the angle of the stator flux in the α-β
and x-y subspaces (stationary reference frame) and on the signal of the torque error. The following
cost function is evaluated for the three candidate voltage vectors:

gt f =
(

t∗e − tk+2
e

)2
+ λψ

(
ψ∗s − ψk+2

s

)2
, (55)
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where λψ is a weighting factor. The voltage vector that minimizes (55) is applied to the six-phase
PMSM during the next sampling period. The general diagram of the S-PTC strategy for six-phase
PMSM drives in the synchronous reference frame (ωa = ωr) is shown in Figure 8 [122].
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Figure 8. General diagram of the S-PTC strategy for six-phase PMSM drives.

4.6. Predictive Torque Control Based on the Duty Cycle Optimization of Voltage Vectors

An approach similar to the S-PTC, baptized as high robustness PTC (HR-PTC), which considers a
discrete duty cycle optimization, is proposed in Reference [123]. Instead of considering the application
of the optimal voltage vector va during the entire sampling period, this strategy finds the optimal duty
cycle da of vector va, with da ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, by minimizing:

gt f =
(

t∗e − da · tk+2
e,a − (1− da) · tk+2

e,0

)2
+ λψ

(
ψ∗s − da · ψk+2

s,a − (1− da) · ψk+2
s,0

)2
(56)

where
{

tk+2
e,a , ψk+2

s,a

}
are the predicted torque and stator flux for instant k+ 2 considering the application

of vector va during Ts and
{

tk+2
e,a , ψk+2

s,a

}
are the predicted torque and stator flux for instant k + 2 due to

the application of a zero vector during Ts. The vector va is selected for application in the next sampling
period during da · Ts, where the value of da is selected from the minimization of (56).

A reduced cost function PTC (RCF-PTC) strategy was presented in Reference [124], where a
deadbeat approach is used to determine the sector of the optimal voltage vector, reducing the number
of candidates from forty-nine to only three. This strategy uses a model of the six-phase PMSM with
stator current and stator flux components as state variables, hence the stator currents are predicted for
instant k + h with (20) and the d-q components of the stator flux are predicted for instant k + h with:[

ψk+h
ds

ψk+h
qs

]
=

[
1 ωrTs

−ωrTs 1

] [
ψk+h−1

ds
ψk+h−1

qs

]
+

[
−Rs 0

0 −Rs

] [
ik+h−1
ds

ik+h−1
qs

]
+[

1 0
0 1

] [
uk+h−1

ds
uk+h−1

qs

] . (57)

In the RCF-PTC, the voltage components in the d-q subspace are obtained using a deadbeat
approach, that is, considering tk+2

e = t∗e , and their angle in the stationary reference frame (α-β subspace)
is used to select three candidate voltage vectors, one small, one medium-large and one large with the
same phase. The amplitude of these three vectors is optimized by computing their duty cycle with:

da =

√(
u∗αs

)2
+
(

u∗βs

)2
·
√(

uk+1
αs

)2
+
(

uk+1
βs

)2
· cos (θv)(

uk+1
αs

)2
+
(

uk+1
βs

)2 , (58)
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where
{

u∗αs, u∗βs

}
are the α-β components of the stator voltage reference computed by the RCF-PTC

strategy,
{

uk+1
αs , uk+1

βs

}
are the α-β components of the three candidate vectors and θv is the angle

between the reference and candidate voltage vectors in the stationary reference frame (α-β subspace).
Then, the voltage vector, among the three candidates, that provides minimal x′-y′ current components
is selected for application during the next sampling period. Thus, the cost function of the RCF-PTC is
defined as [124]:

g f cs =
(√

ik+2
xs′ + ik+2

ys′

)2
. (59)

4.7. Predictive Torque Control Based on Virtual Vectors

In order to eliminate the stator flux weighting factor, a flux constrained PTC (FC-PTC) that calculates
the stator flux references from the reference torque is presented in Reference [125]. Moreover, the FC-PTC
strategy considers the use of virtual vectors {vV0, ..., vV24} (Figure 5), hence the cost function for this
strategy is defined as:

g f =
(

ψ∗ds − ψk+2
ds

)2
+
(

ψ∗qs − ψk+2
qs

)2
, (60)

where the reference values of the d-q components of the stator flux
{

ψ∗ds, ψ∗qs

}
are calculated with (61)

considering i∗ds = 0, which corresponds to maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) conditions in SPMSMs:
ψ∗ds =ψs,PM1

ψ∗qs =
Lqt∗e

3pψs,PM1

. (61)

As the computational burden of FC-PTC can be considerable for implementation in digital
controllers, the authors of Reference [125] have used a look-up table in order to reduce the number of
candidate virtual vectors from twenty-four to only six.

A multi-vector PTC (MV-PTC) scheme was proposed in Reference [126] with the aim to improve
the steady-state operation of a six-phase PMSM drive. This strategy considers only twelve active
virtual vectors {vV1, ..., vV12} from Figure 5 and optimizes the amplitude of each one using:

Ta =
t∗e − tk+1

e − ∆te,0 · Ts

∆te,a − ∆te,0
, (62)

where {∆te,0, ∆te,a} are the torque deviation due to the application of a zero and an active virtual
vector, respectively and are defined as [126]:

∆te,0 = tk+2
e,0 − tk+1

e , ∆te,a = tk+2
e,a − tk+1

e . (63)

The MV-PTC strategy evaluates (55) for twelve virtual vectors with optimized amplitude
and applies the optimal virtual vector in the next sampling period, combined with a zero virtual
vector, leading to a fixed switching frequency.

5. Simulation Results

In order to assess and compare the performance of the different FCS-MPC strategies described in
the previous section, several simulations results obtained with a six-phase PMSM drive are presented
in this section. The 2L-VSIs were modelled in Matlab/Simulink using the ideal IGBT model from
the Simscape Power Systems library and the six-phase PMSM was modeled using (6)–(11) with the
parameters given in Table 1, where {Ps, Us, Is, nn, tn, ψsn} are the rated values of the power, voltage,
current, speed, torque and stator flux of the machine designed in Reference [76]. Since both the
non-linearities of the power converters and the back-EMF harmonics contribute to the appearance
of considerable x′-y′ currents, the simulation model considers a deadtime of td = 2.2 µs in the power
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switches of the 2L-VSIs and also accounts for the 5th and 7th harmonics of the no-load flux linkage due
to the PMs, whose amplitudes {ψs,PM5, ψs,PM7} and phases {φ5, φ7} are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the six-phase drive.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

Ps (kW) 4 ψsn (mWb) 1013.8 ψs,PM1 (mWb) 980.4 Udc (V) 650
Us (V) 340 p 2 ψs,PM5 (mWb) 2.4 td (µs) 2.2
Is (A) 3.4 Rs (Ω) 1.5 ψs,PM7 (mWb) 1.6 Ts (µs) 30, 40, 60, 100, 200

nn (rpm) 1500 Ldq (mH) 53.8 φ5 (deg) 1.3 λi 0.025
tn (N.m) 28.4 Lxy (mH) 2.1 φ7 (deg) −12.7 λ f 1000

To measure the performance of the six-phase PMSM drive under the considered FCS-MPC
strategies, the following performance indicators are defined to quantify the reference tracking error of
the current and stator flux components:

Ei,v =
1
N ∑N

n=1 |i∗vs(n)− ivs(n)|√
2× Is

× 100%, (64)

Eψ,v =
1
N ∑N

n=1 |ψ∗vs(n)− ψvs(n)|
ψsn

× 100%, (65)

where v ∈ {d, q, x′, y′} and N is the number of samples corresponding to a time window of 1 s.
Moreover, the current harmonic distortion considering up to the fiftieth current harmonic is
computed with:

THDi =
1
6 ∑

x=a1,...,c2

√
i2xs,2 + ... + i2xs,50

ixs,1
× 100%, (66)

where ixs,h is the h-order harmonic of the x-phase current. In order to account for all harmonic content
of currents, the total waveform distortion of current is defined as:

TWDi =
1
6 ∑

x=a1,...,c2

√
I2
xs − i2xs,1

ixs,1
× 100%, (67)

where Ixs is the rms value of the current in phase x. The total waveform ripple of torque is calculated with:

TWRt =

√
T2

e − t̄2
e

|t̄e|
× 100%, (68)

where Te is the torque rms value and t̄e is the mean value of torque.
To compare the PCC strategies considered in Section 4, the six-phase drive is simulated in

Matlab/Simulink environment for operation at a constant speed of 750 rpm and rated load condition
(motoring mode), which is obtained by setting iqs = 4.8 A. Different values of Ts were considered
in the PCC strategies in order to obtain a mean switching frequency of around 5 kHz. A speed
of 750 rpm was selected to show the difference in the performance of the strategies capable of applying
multiple voltage vectors or multiple virtual vectors during a sampling period from the remaining,
which provide a much better performance at speed levels below the rated value. The simulation
results obtained for the steady-state operation of the six-phase PMSM drive under the considered PCC
strategies are presented in Figures 9–11, while the respective performance indicators are summarized
in Table 2.
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Figure 9. Simulation results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for:
(a) S-PCC; (b) RS-PCC; (c) OSM-PCC; (d) PWM-PCC and (e) EPWM-PCC.

The simulation results for the S-PCC strategy are presented in Figure 9a. Since the S-PCC only
applies one out of sixty-four voltage vectors per sampling period and each voltage vector contains
both α-β and x-y components, this strategy cannot completely suppress the x′-y′ currents. Moreover,
the value of λi could be increased to further minimize the x′-y′ currents but this would degrade the
reference tracking of the d-q currents, which regulate the flux and torque of the machine. The higher
value obtained for the TWDi in comparison to the THDi in the case of the S-PCC (TWDi = 18.41%
and THDi = 4.23%) shows that the observed distortion in the currents is mainly of high frequency
and is mostly mapped into the x′-y′ subspace. The RS-PCC strategy provides a reduced mean
switching frequency in comparison to the S-PCC by limiting the number of candidate voltage vectors,
giving a slightly deteriorated performance even with a smaller value of Ts. On the other hand,
the OSM-PCC strategy optimizes the length of the applied voltage vector by combining it with two
zero vectors (v0 and v63) over a sampling period, resulting in a fixed switching frequency of f̄sw = 1/Ts.
Hence, the value of Ts is increased to 200 µs to obtain a fixed value of f̄sw = 5.0 kHz, which worsens
the performance of the system in comparison to the S-PCC, as shown in Figure 9c but greatly reduces
the computational requirements of digital control platforms for the execution of this control strategy.
The use of a PWM technique in the PWM-PCC strategy avoids the injection of x-y voltage components
and guarantees a fixed switching frequency, as in the case of the OSM-PCC strategy. Since no x-y
voltage components are applied to the machine, the x′-y′ currents components cannot be regulated,
that is, they are left in open-loop. This leads to the appearance of low-frequency current harmonics
in the x′-y′ subspace, as shown in Figure 9d, caused by the deadtime effect of the power switches
and by the back-EMF harmonics. The EPWM-PCC optimizes the amplitude of the applied voltage
vector in the α-β subspace, while guaranteeing the application of zero x-y voltage components over a
sampling period. Hence, the EPWM-PCC strategy improves the reference tracking of the d-q currents
and reduces the value of TWRt in comparison to the S-PCC, OSM-PCC and PWM-PCC strategies.
However, as in the case of PWM-PCC, the EPWM-PCC strategy is not able to regulate the x′-y′ currents,
giving a high value for the THDi.
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Figure 10. Simulation results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for:
(a) ERPWM-PCC; (b) M-PCC; (c) VV-PCC; (d) EVV-PCC and (e) OAVV-PCC.

Figure 11. Simulation results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for:
(a) VV2-PCC; (b) OAPVV-PCC and (c) BSVV-PCC.

The simulation results for the drive operating with the ERPWM-PCC strategy are presented
in Figure 10a. The performance of the drive in steady-state conditions for the considered point of
operation is very similar to the one obtained with the EPWM-PCC strategy. However, the EPWM-PCC
strategy can only apply a voltage vector with an amplitude of up to 0.5 ·Udc, which corresponds to the
limit of the linear region of the PWM technique used. On the other hand, the ERPWM-PCC strategy is
able to operate in both the linear and in the overmodulation regions (for an amplitude of the voltage
vectors between 0.5 ·Udc and 0.644 ·Udc), which not only improves the dc-link voltage usage but also
the transient performance of the drive. The simulation results for a step in i∗qs from 2.4 A to 4.8 A at
t = 10 ms are shown in Figure 12 and validate the superior performance of the ERPWM-PCC strategy
over the EPWM-PCC, obtaining a reduction of the rise time from 4 ms to 1.3 ms. However, when
operating in the overmodulation region, the ERPWM-PCC strategy cannot guarantee the injection
of zero x-y voltage components, as in the case of the operation in the linear region of modulation.
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The simulation results for the steady-state operation of the drive under the M-PCC strategy are shown
in Figure 10b. Differently from the PWM-PCC, EPWM-PCC and ERPWM-PCC strategies, the M-PCC
strategy combines two active vectors and two zeros (v0 and v63) over a sampling period, which
provides a fixed switching frequency but does not guarantee the application of zero x-y voltage
components over a sampling period. The cost function of the M-PCC strategy evaluates the current
errors in both subspaces and uses a weighting factor (λi) to determine the relative importance
between the tracking of reference currents in both subspaces. Even when λi = 0.025 is selected,
the current errors in the x-y subspace disturb the reference tracking of the d-q current components,
as demonstrated by the increase in the values of Ei,d and Ei,q (Table 2), and a steady-state error is
perceptible in both the q-axis current and torque, as shown in Figure 10b. An even smaller value
for λi could be selected to reduce the steady-state errors in iqs and in te but the amplitude of x-y
current components would also increase. The VV-PCC strategy uses twelve active and one zero
virtual vectors instead of standard fourty-nine voltage vectors to apply zero x-y voltage components
to the machine. The results obtained for the VV-PCC strategy are presented in Figure 10c and are
very similar to the ones obtained with the PWM-PCC strategy, however the virtual vectors have an
amplitude of 0.598 ·Udc, which improves the dc-link voltage usage and the transient performance of
the drive. The EVV-PCC strategy provides a decrease in the d-q currents errors and in the torque ripple
in comparison to the VV-PCC strategy, as seen in Figure 10d, due to the addition of twelve small active
virtual vectors with an amplitude of 0.345 ·Udc to the control algorithm. The simulation results for
the OAVV-PCC strategy are presented in Figure 10e and show a significant improvement in terms of
torque ripple and d-q current errors during steady-state operation over the VV-PCC and EVV-PCC
strategies. Since in the OAVV-PCC technique the selected virtual vector is combined with a zero virtual
vector over a sampling period, the operation of the drive at low speeds is highly improved while
maintaining a fixed switching frequency.

Figure 12. Simulation results for a step response in i∗qs for the PMSM drive operating at 1300 rpm for:
(a) EPWM-PCC and (b) ERPWM-PCC.

The simulation results for the drive operating under the VV2-PCC strategy are shown in Figure 11a.
The obtained results show a performance similar to the one obtained with the OAVV-PCC strategy,
however the torque ripple is slightly increased from to 1.18% to 1.33%. Although the VV2-PCC is able
to apply one virtual vector and one zero virtual vector or two virtual vectors over a sampling period
and in theory should provide lower current errors and lower torque ripple than the OAVV-PCC, this is
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not verified since the VV2-PCC strategy is only able to apply a finite set of values for the duty cycles of
the two vectors, as discussed in Section 4.3. The simulation results for the drive operating under the
OAPVV-PCC strategy are presented in Figure 11b and demonstrate a very good performance under
steady-state operation in terms of tracking of the reference d-q current components and torque ripple.
Since this strategy combines two active and one zero virtual vectors during a sampling period,
the resultant voltage vector provides very low d-q current errors and the lowest value of TWRt among
the compared PCC strategies. As the PCC strategies based on PWM techniques, such as the EPWM-PCC
and ERPWM-PCC, and the strategies based on virtual vectors, such as OAVV-PCC, VV2-PCC and
OAPVV-PCC, do not apply x-y voltage components, those techniques cannot compensate the low
frequency x′-y′ current harmonics generated by the deadtime effects of the power switches and by the
back-EMF harmonics. The simulation results for the BSVV-PCC strategy are presented in Figure 11c
and show a significant reduction in the amplitude of the x′-y′ current components. The BSVV-PCC
strategy not only provides low current errors in both subspaces and low torque ripple but also provides
the lowest values for the THDi and TWDi, among the compared control strategies.

Table 2. Performance indicators for the drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for
the different PCC strategies.

Strategy Ei,d (%) Ei,q (%) Ei,x (%) Ei,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRt (%) f̄sw (kHz)

S-PCC 1.54 1.40 10.53 10.70 4.23 18.41 1.69 4.06
RS-PCC 1.93 2.77 11.16 10.22 4.71 19.64 2.53 3.32

OSM-PCC 3.50 2.89 25.58 22.91 27.47 43.60 2.22 5.00
PWM-PCC 2.95 4.30 18.35 10.89 18.64 27.42 5.15 5.00

EPWM-PCC 1.63 1.64 16.20 8.75 18.83 21.63 1.17 5.00
ERPWM-PCC 1.65 1.64 16.21 8.77 18.68 21.48 1.16 5.00

M-PCC 2.05 7.63 6.03 18.34 22.05 24.71 1.32 5.00
VV-PCC 3.00 3.88 18.77 9.87 20.65 26.38 4.74 5.27

EVV-PCC 1.72 2.98 14.97 15.99 14.29 29.32 3.57 5.00
OAVV-PCC 1.63 1.63 16.25 7.20 18.90 20.71 1.18 5.00
VV2-PCC 1.60 1.65 16.21 7.21 18.71 20.46 1.25 5.00

OAPVV-PCC 1.22 1.46 18.76 8.55 22.40 23.93 1.10 5.00
BSVV-PCC 1.34 1.55 5.47 2.71 3.66 9.37 1.18 5.00

The simulation results for the operation of the six-phase drive under PTC strategies are presented
in Figure 13, while the corresponding performance indicators are given in Table 3. In comparison to
the S-PCC, the S-PTC strategy provides lower torque ripple although with a higher current harmonic
distortion, as seen in Figure 13a. The HR-PTC strategy is similar to the S-PTC but provides an
optimization in amplitude of the selected voltage vector, by combining it with two zero vectors
(v0 and v63). Since, each voltage vector contains both α-β and x-y current components, a large value
for Ts leads to the appearance of large currents in the x-y subspace, thus a Ts = 60 µs was chosen.
From Figure 13b, the HR-PTC strategy provides higher current distortion and higher torque ripple than
the S-PTC strategy, even with a higher mean switching frequency ( fsw = 13.26 kHz). The RFC-PTC
strategy, whose results are presented in Figure 13c, provides a lower torque ripple in comparison to the
S-PTC and HR-PTC strategies, however it gives a higher value for the THDi and leads to a high mean
switching frequency ( fsw = 10.0 kHz). The simulation results for the FC-PTC strategy are presented in
Figure 13d and show a reduction in the x′-y′ flux errors due to the use of virtual vectors, even with a
higher sampling period (Ts = 160 µs) in comparison to previous PTC strategies. The MV-PTC strategy
improves the steady-state operation of the drive by optimizing the amplitude of the selected virtual
vector, giving reduced flux errors and a low torque ripple for a fixed switching frequency of 5 kHz.
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Figure 13. Simulation results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for:
(a) S-PTC; (b) HR-PTC; (c) RCF-PTC; (d) FC-PTC and (e) MV-PTC.

Table 3. Performance indicators for the drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for
the different PTC strategies.

Strategy Eψ,d (%) Eψ,q (%) Eψ,x (%) Eψ,y (%) THDi (%) THDi (%) TWRt (%) f̄sw (kHz)

S-PTC 0.44 0.24 0.39 0.27 12.05 41.74 0.69 5.87
HR-PTC 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.35 16.59 55.04 1.06 13.26
RFC-PTC 0.23 0.40 0.50 0.36 26.63 53.56 0.59 10.00
FC-PTC 0.50 1.05 0.25 0.16 16.57 28.69 3.42 5.11
MV-PTC 0.47 0.35 0.22 0.07 18.58 20.47 1.06 5.00

6. Experimental Results

6.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental results presented in this section were obtained with a six-phase PMSM drive,
with the same parameters as the ones given in Table 1 in Section 5. The 4 kW six-phase asymmetrical
PMSM is supplied by two 2L-VSIs by Semikron (SKiiP 132 GD 120), which are fed by a dc-bus with a
voltage level of 650 V. The speed of the six-phase PMSM is regulated by a mechanically coupled 7.5 kW
IM fed by a commercial variable frequency converter. The rotor position of the PMSM is measured
with an incremental encoder with 2048 ppr. The PCC and PTC strategies are implemented in a digital
control platform dS1103 by dSPACE and a cRIO-9066 by National Instruments is used to generate the
switching patterns needed by the control strategies that: (i) optimize the amplitude of voltage vectors;
(ii) require PWM techniques or (iii) consider the use of virtual vectors. In those control strategies, at the
end of each sampling period, the dS1103 platform writes the six leg duty cycles in a digital port, which
is read by the FPGA of the cRIO-9066. At the beginning of the next sampling period, the cRIO-9066
generates the switching signals for the 2L-VSIs with a symmetry to the middle of the sampling period.
In order to maintain the processes of both platforms synchronized, an interrupt signal is generated at
the beginning of each control cycle in the FPGA of the cRIO-9066, which determines the beginning of a
new control cycle in the dS1103 platform. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Experimental setup.

6.2. Obtained Results

The experimental results for the steady-state operation of the six-phase PMSM drive under the
tested PCC strategies are shown in Figures 15–17, while the respective performance indicators are
listed in Table 4, where t̄exe is the mean execution time for each strategy. It is important to note that
the execution times of the strategies that require the generation of custom switching patterns already
contain the time required for the communication between the dS1103 and the cRIO-9066 platforms,
which is around 15 µs. From Figure 15, it is shown that the RS-PCC strategy provides a worse
performance than the S-PCC strategy in terms of current and torque ripples. However, the RS-PCC
requires a lower execution time than the S-PCC strategy, which could be useful in digital control
platforms with limited resources. As in the simulation results, both S-PCC and RS-PCC strategies give
much higher values for the TWDi, 27.87% and 39.30%, over the THDi, 3.22% and 2.87%, meaning that
the majority of the ripple observed in the phase currents is of high-frequency. The OSM-PCC strategy
also gives a worse performance over previous strategies, increasing the TWDi to 76.37%, but imposing
a fixed switching frequency to the power switches of the inverters, which could ease the process of
designing output filters for the six-phase machine. The use of a PWM technique in the PWM-PCC
strategy leads to a reduction of the current ripple, mainly in the x′-y′ currents, due to the imposition
of mean zero x-y voltage components over a sampling period. However, since the PWM technique
generates a fixed switching frequency of f̄sw = 1/Ts, the sampling period in the PWM-PCC strategy
was set to Ts = 200 µs, which increases the d-q current errors and the torque ripple in comparison to
previous strategies. The EPWM-PCC strategy provides a significant reduction in the torque ripple,
that is, TWRt decreased from 11.04% to 1.35%, due to the optimization in amplitude of the voltage
vectors used by this strategy. Nonetheless, both PWM-PCC and EPWM-PCC strategies do not apply
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any x-y voltage components to the machine, meaning that the low order current harmonics mapped
into the x′-y′ subspace cannot be compensated.

Figure 15. Experimental results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode)
for: (a) S-PCC; (b) RS-PCC; (c) OSM-PCC; (d) PWM-PCC and (e) EPWM-PCC.

Figure 16. Experimental results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode)
for: (a) ERPWM-PCC; (b) M-PCC; (c) VV-PCC; (d) EVV-PCC and (e) OAVV-PCC.
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Figure 17. Experimental results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode)
for: (a) VV2-PCC; (b) OAPVV-PCC and (c) BSVV-PCC.

The experimental results for the operation of the six-phase drive under the strategies
ERPWM-PCC, M-PCC, VV-PCC, EVV-PCC and OAVV-PCC are shown in Figure 16. In steady-state
operation, the ERPWM-PCC strategy gives an equal performance to EPWM-PCC but since it is able to
operate outside the linear modulation region (i.e., it can apply voltage vectors with a full amplitude of
0.644 ·Udc), the operation limits of the drive are increased and the performance of the drive during
transients is enhanced. The M-PCC strategy integrates a different modulation strategy that combines
two adjacent voltage vectors in the α-β subspace and two zero vectors (v0 and v63) in order to obtain
a fixed switching frequency as with PWM-based PCC strategies. Although the M-PCC reduces the
amplitude of the x′-y′ current components, since the cost function of this strategy considers the
reference current tracking errors in both subspaces, an optimal tracking of the current references
in both subspaces is not possible and a steady-state error is observed in the q-axis current and in
torque. In terms of computational requirements, the M-PCC strategy has a mean execution time
of 78.0 µs, being the control strategy with higher computational requirements among the compared
PCC techniques. The VV-PCC strategy considers the use of twelve large active and one zero virtual
vectors, which avoids the application of x-y voltage components to the machine and presents a similar
performance to the PWM-PCC strategy, although it provides higher dc-link voltage usage and leads to a
mean switching frequency of 4.88 kHz. The EVV-PCC strategy manages to reduce the d-q current errors
and torque ripple in comparison to the VV-PCC strategy, due to the inclusion of small virtual vectors.
Although the EVV-PCC strategy is able to apply one out of twenty-five virtual vectors, this strategy
uses a deadbeat approach to reduce the number of candidates to only two, thus providing a small
execution time (t̄exe = 28.28 µs). Since in the OAVV-PCC strategy the virtual vectors are optimized in
amplitude, the d-q current errors and torque ripple are significantly reduced in comparison to VV-PCC
and EVV-PCC strategies.
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Table 4. Performance indicators for the drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for
the PCC strategies.

Strategy Ei,d (%) Ei,q (%) Ei,x (%) Ei,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRi (%) f̄sw (kHz) t̄exe (µs)

S-PCC 2.94 2.56 13.50 17.38 3.22 27.87 3.10 3.41 38.89
RS-PCC 4.22 4.61 18.83 22.64 2.87 39.30 4.75 3.77 25.25

OSM-PCC 5.96 3.35 50.37 36.17 23.77 76.37 4.51 5.00 35.22
PWM-PCC 7.52 9.29 15.34 15.00 22.76 29.37 11.04 5.00 29.99

EPWM-PCC 3.41 1.08 14.60 13.68 22.59 23.05 1.35 5.00 33.67
ERPWM-PCC 3.41 1.08 14.60 13.68 22.59 23.05 1.35 5.00 33.67

M-PCC 4.16 5.99 6.62 18.10 15.92 24.44 1.27 5.00 78.00
VV-PCC 7.14 8.47 18.01 15.39 24.09 31.87 10.00 4.88 29.54

EVV-PCC 4.71 4.41 15.28 20.62 25.35 32.04 5.41 4.85 28.28
OAVV-PCC 3.32 1.05 14.94 13.67 22.80 23.20 1.31 5.00 37.46
VV2-PCC 3.30 6.46 16.31 15.30 23.96 25.92 8.47 4.64 33.60

OAPVV-PCC 2.11 0.54 14.86 13.45 22.52 22.60 0.66 5.00 49.23
BSVV-PCC 3.28 1.03 2.16 3.40 4.61 6.38 1.30 5.00 35.45

The experimental results for the operation of the six-phase drive under strategies VV2-PCC,
OAPVV-PCC and BSVV-PCC are shown in Figure 17. The VV2-PCC strategy combines two virtual
vectors over a sampling period and offers a performance slightly worse than the one obtained with
OAVV-PCC. The ripple in the d-q current components is due to a finite set of values that can be selected
for the duty cycles of the two virtual vectors, as detailed in Section 4.3. The OAPVV-PCC strategy
provides the lowest d-q current errors and torque ripple among the different PCC strategies. However,
as in the case of PWM and virtual vector based PCC strategies, the low order harmonics in the x′-y′

current components cannot be suppressed. On the other hand, the BSVV-PCC strategy is able to control
both the d-q and x′-y′ current components and provides the lowest x′-y′ current errors and the lowest
current harmonic distortion (TWDi = 6.38%) among all tested PCC strategies.

The experimental results for the operation of the six-phase drive under strategies S-PTC, HR-PTC,
RFC-PTC, FC-PTC and MV-PTC are shown in Figure 18, while the corresponding performance
indicators are given in Table 5. The obtained results show that although the S-PTC strategy provides a
higher current harmonic distortion over the S-PCC strategy, 67.17% versus 27.87%, it gives a smaller
torque ripple, 1.71% versus 3.10%. The HR-PTC strategy optimizes the amplitude of the optimal
voltage vector, which would improve the steady-state performance of the drive. However, since it also
increases the number of commutations of the power switches, the sampling period was set to Ts = 60
µs. Even with a higher switching frequency of 12.83 kHz, the HR-PTC gives the worst results in terms
of current waveform distortion (TWDi = 89.36%) among the compared PTC strategies. The RFC-PTC
strategy leads to a lower torque ripple in comparison to the previous PTC strategies, however it
produces a high current distortion (TWDi = 77.02%), even with a high switching frequency of 10 kHz.
On the other hand, the FC-PTC strategy reduces the ripple of the phase currents due to the use of
virtual vectors. Moreover, the MV-PTC strategy optimizes the amplitude of the selected virtual vector,
giving the lowest torque ripple (TWRt = 0.46%) for the compared PTC strategies, while maintaining a
fixed switching frequency of 5 kHz.

Table 5. Performance indicators for the drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode) for
all the PTC strategies.

Strategy Eψ,d (%) Eψ,q (%) Eψ,x (%) Eψ,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRt (%) f̄sw (kHz) t̄exe (µs)

S-PTC 0.85 0.40 0.52 0.47 13.66 67.17 1.71 5.03 18.51
HR-PTC 0.97 0.66 0.72 0.59 17.00 89.36 2.87 12.83 43.35
RFC-PTC 0.52 0.23 0.64 0.51 23.00 77.02 1.02 10.00 34.34
FC-PTC 1.03 1.63 0.20 0.24 25.85 31.42 7.14 4.97 29.90
MV-PTC 0.77 0.10 0.19 0.18 22.96 23.20 0.46 5.00 34.01
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Figure 18. Experimental results for the PMSM drive operating at 750 rpm and rated load (motoring mode)
for: (a) S-PTC; (b) HR-PTC; (c) RCF-PTC; (d) FC-PTC and (e) MV-PTC.

6.3. Comparison of Tested PCC and PCC Strategies

In order to summarize the merits and demerits of all tested PCC and PTC strategies applied to an
electric drive based on a six-phase SPMSM, a comparison between these control strategies is given
in Table 6. The following statements are defined to evaluate each control strategy:

• S1: The concept of the control strategy is simple and of easy implementation.
• S2: The control strategy produces a fixed switching frequency.
• S3: The high-frequency content of the phase currents (mapped into the x′-y′ subspace) is

minimized due to the use of a PWM technique or virtual vectors.
• S4: The low-frequency order harmonics of the phase currents (mapped into the x′-y′ subspace)

due to deadtime effects and back-EMF harmonics are suppressed by the control strategy.
• S5: No weighting factors need to be tuned.
• S6: The computational burden of the control strategy is low.
• S7: The control strategy gives a good performance at low speeds.
• S8: The control strategy provides full dc-bus usage, that is, it is able to apply a voltage vector with

an amplitude up to 0.644 ·Udc in the α-β subspace.
• S9: A separate and fast digital control platform (e.g. an FPGA) is not required to generate

switching patterns for the power switches of the 2L-VSIs.

Each statement listed above is classified in Table 6 with a ’+’, when it is verified for the control
strategy and with a ’−’ when the statement is not verified. Additionally, symbol ’0’ is employed in the
case when the statement is not completely verified. For instance, control strategy M-PCC is not able to
eliminate the high-frequency ripple of phase currents as other strategies based on PWM techniques or
virtual vectors but still provides less current waveform distortion than S-PCC, RS-PCC, OSM-PCC,
S-PTC, HR-PTC and RFC-PTC strategies. Moreover, in the case of statement S8, the control strategies
based on virtual vectors are classified with a symbol ’0’ since the maximum amplitude of virtual
vectors in the α-β subspace is 0.598 ·Udc, which is 7.14% smaller than the length of the large voltage
vectors (Figure 2).

According to Table 6, the BSVV-PCC strategy is the best among the tested PCC and PTC strategies,
since it verifies seven out of the nine statements given above. This strategy is simple and intuitive,
gives a fixed switching frequency, minimizes both high-frequency and low-frequency harmonics of
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the x′-y′ currents, does not require the tuning of weighting factors and provides good performance
at low speeds. Moreover, the ERPWM-PCC and OAVV-PCC strategies are classified in second place
fulfilling six out of nine statements, since they are not capable of suppressing the low-frequency
harmonics of x′-y′ currents and the ERPWM-PCC strategy requires a x-y weighting factor for the
operation in the overmodulation region. Additionally, the MV-PTC strategy is the best strategy among
the PTC strategies, verifying five out of nine statements. This strategy loses to BSVV-PCC in the
complexity of the algorithm and in the inability to eliminate low order x′-y′ current harmonics. On the
other hand, the control strategies that provided the worst performance were the HR-PTC and RFC-PTC
strategies, which did not comply with five out of nine statements given above. When testing these two
strategies, lower values for the sampling time were used, giving high values for the mean switching
frequency, in order to avoid excessive high-frequency ripple in the phase currents of the machine.

Table 6. Comparison between the PCC and PTC strategies applied to an electric drive based on a
six-phase SPMSM.

Strategy S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

S-PCC + − − 0 − + − + +
RS-PCC + − − 0 − + − + +

OSM-PCC + + − − − + 0 + −
PWM-PCC + + + − + + − − −

EPWM-PCC + + + − + + + − −
ERPWM-PCC + + + − 0 + + + −

M-PCC − + 0 0 − − + + −
VV-PCC + − + − + + − 0 −

EVV-PCC + − + − + + 0 0 −
OAVV-PCC + + + − + + + 0 −
VV2-PCC 0 − + − + 0 + 0 −

OAPVV-PCC 0 + + − + 0 + 0 −
BSVV-PCC + + + + + + + 0 −

S-PTC + − − 0 − + − + +
HR-PTC + − − − − 0 0 + −
RFC-PTC − − − − + + 0 + −
FC-PTC − − + − + + 0 0 −
MV-PTC − + + − + + + 0 −

Each statement is classified with: ’+’ (verified); ’0’ (not completely verified); and ’−’ (not verified).

6.4. Parameter Sensitivity

Since FCS-MPC strategies use a machine model to predict the future behavior of the controlled
variables, the accuracy of these predictions depends on the equivalent parameters of the machine [127].
As these parameters can vary for different operating conditions, any parameter mismatch will cause
an error in the predictions of the FCS-MPC algorithm and will lead to a deteriorated performance of
the drive [128,129]. For the case of six-phase IM drives, only Reference [130] has studied the parameter
sensitivity of the S-PCC strategy, while the parameter sensitivity of FCS-MPC strategies for six-phase
PMSM drives remains uncovered. Hence, the parameter sensitivity of the control strategies BSVV-PCC,
OAVV-PCC and MV-PTC to variations of ±30% in the values of parameters Rs and Ldq is analyzed
in this section. Additionally, since the BSVV-PCC is able to control the x′-y′ current components,
the analysis of this strategy to variations in the parameter Lxy is also considered.

The parameter sensitivity of the OAVV-PCC strategy is tested experimentally for variations
of ±30% in the parameters Rs and Ldq, for the operation of the six-phase PMSM drive at 750 rpm
and rated load (motoring mode) and the obtained performance indicators are given in Table 7.
The OAVV-PCC provides a slightly worse performance for errors of ±30% in the value of Rs, since the
current errors, torque ripple and current harmonic distortion are marginally increased. In the case of
an error of −30% in Ldq, the OAVV-PCC strategy still provides an acceptable performance, although in
the case of a +30% error both the d-q current errors and torque ripple are heavily increased.

The performance indicators obtained for the MV-PTC strategy considering variations of ±30% in
the parameters Rs and Ldq are given in Table 8. As in the previous case, only an error of +30% in the
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parameter Ldq provides a considerable degradation of the drive performance in terms of d-q current
errors and torque ripple. Moreover, when an error of −30% is considered in Ldq, the d-axis flux error
increases substantially in comparison to the normal case, while the indicators for the remaining cases
of Table 8 only change marginally.

Table 9 contains the performance indicators for the BSVV-PCC strategy considering variations
of±30% in the parameters Rs, Ldq and Lxy. Similarly to what was observed with the previous strategies,
a mismatch in the value of Rs has a small impact on the performance of the six-phase drive. On the
other hand, an error of +30% in Ldq negatively influences the performance of the drive, as shown by
the high values of the d-q current errors and TWRt. The errors in Lxy slightly increase the x-y current
errors and consequently give higher values for the current harmonic distortion in comparison to the
normal case. It is important to note that errors in Lxy do not affect significantly the value of TWRt,
since the x-y current components do not contribute to the production of torque.

Table 7. Parameter sensitivity of the OAVV-PCC strategy.

Strategy Ei,d (%) Ei,q (%) Ei,x (%) Ei,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRt (%)

Normal parameters 3.32 1.05 14.94 13.67 22.80 23.20 1.31
0.7 · Rs 3.47 1.25 15.12 14.17 23.50 23.96 1.36
1.3 · Rs 3.50 1.07 15.14 14.30 23.38 23.73 1.35
0.7 · Ldq 4.13 0.96 14.99 14.05 23.21 23.28 1.11
1.3 · Ldq 13.90 5.91 15.12 15.57 22.56 31.50 7.22

Table 8. Parameter sensitivity of the MV-PTC strategy.

Strategy Eψ,d (%) Eψ,q (%) Eψ,x (%) Eψ,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRt (%)

Normal parameters 0.77 0.10 0.19 0.18 22.96 23.20 0.46
0.7 · Rs 3.57 0.12 0.19 0.17 21.85 22.10 0.31
1.3 · Rs 0.86 0.13 0.20 0.18 23.24 23.52 0.47
0.7 · Ldq 3.57 0.12 0.19 0.17 21.85 22.10 0.31
1.3 · Ldq 2.38 0.70 0.19 0.19 23.09 25.04 3.24

Table 9. Parameter sensitivity of the BSVV-PCC strategy.

Strategy Ei,d (%) Ei,q (%) Ei,x (%) Ei,y (%) THDi (%) TWDi (%) TWRt (%)

Normal parameters 3.28 1.03 2.16 3.40 4.61 6.38 1.30
0.7 · Rs 3.42 1.17 2.40 3.38 4.68 6.39 1.35
1.3 · Rs 3.44 1.08 2.42 3.47 4.75 6.66 1.36
0.7 · Ldq 3.55 0.89 2.22 3.41 4.66 5.89 1.09
1.3 · Ldq 5.09 1.95 2.83 3.62 4.51 9.15 2.43
0.7 · Lxy 3.62 1.15 2.62 3.96 5.41 6.61 1.41
1.3 · Lxy 3.59 1.10 2.46 3.16 4.22 6.77 1.40

7. Conclusions

This paper has presented a critical comparative study of the FCS-MPC strategies available in the
literature for electric drives based on six-phase asymmetrical machines, including a comprehensive
overview of the theoretical background of these FCS-MPC strategies. It also assembles in a single
reference the mathematical models of the six-phase drive topology, based on either IMs or PMSMs.

A total of thirteen PCC and five PTC strategies applied to a six-phase PMSM drive were compared
side-by-side, with the aid of simulation and experimental results and their merits and shortcomings
were discussed. In general, the PCC strategies favor a reduced harmonic content in the phase
currents of the machine, while the PTC strategies produce a smaller torque ripple. The control
strategies based on virtual vectors provide less high-frequency harmonic content in the x′-y′ currents.
Additionally, the control strategies based on virtual vectors optimized in amplitude or optimized in
both amplitude and phase provide the lowest current or flux errors in the d-q subspace and improve
the performance of the drive at low speeds. The low-frequency components of the x′-y′ currents, due to
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deadtime effects in the power switches and due to the back-EMF harmonics in the case of six-phase
PMSMs, were only suppressed by the BSVV-PCC strategy.

In the authors’ opinion, this paper is useful to introduce FCS-MPC to control engineers or
researchers working in the area of control of multiphase electric drives. Additionally, the paper can
also help those who are already engaged in this field to select the best FCS-MPC strategy for their
application, considering the merits and shortcomings of each strategy.
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Abbreviations
1N single isolated neutral
1NIN single non-isolated neutral
2L-VSI two-level voltage source inverter
2N two isolated neutrals
3L-NPC three-level neutral-point-clamped
BSVV-PCC bi-subspace predictive current control based on virtual vectors
CSI current source inverter
CCS-MPC continuous control set model predictive control
DTC direct torque control
EMF electromotive force
EPWM-PCC enhanced pulse width modulation predictive current control
ERPWM-PCC extended range pulse width modulation predictive current control
EVV-PCC predictive current control based on a extended set of virtual vectors
FC-PTC flux constrained predictive torque control
FCS-MPC finite control set model predictive control
FOC field oriented control
FPGA field-programmable gate array
HR-PTC high robustness predictive torque control
IGBT insulated gate bipolar transistor
IM induction machine
M-PCC modulated predictive current control
MMF magnetomotive force
MPC model predictive control
MTPA maximum torque per ampere
MV-PTC multi-vector predictive torque control
OAVV-PCC predictive current control based on virtual vectors with optimal amplitude
OAPVV-PCC predictive current control based on virtual vectors with optimal amplitude and phase
OSM-PCC one step modulation model predictive control
OSS-MPC optimal switching sequence model predictive control
OSV-MPC optimal switching vector model predictive control
PCC predictive current control
PI proportional-integral
PM permanent magnet
PMSM permanent magnet synchronous machine
PSC predictive speed control
PTC predictive torque control
PWM pulse width modulation
PWM-PCC pulse width modulation predictive current control
RCF-PTC reduced cost function predictive torque control
RS-PCC restrained search predictive current control
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S-PCC standard predictive current control
S-PTC standard predictive torque control
SPMSM permanent magnet synchronous machine with surface-mounted permanent magnets
SV-PWM space vector pulse width modulation
THD total harmonic distortion
TWD total waveform distortion
TWR total waveform ripple
VV-PCC predictive current control based on virtual vectors
VV2-PCC predictive current control based on the application of two virtual vectors
VSD variable space decomposition
VSI voltage source inverter
ZSC zero-sequence current

List of Symbols

General
Cdq, Cxy overcurrent hard constraints for the d-q and x-y subspaces
di duty cycles of vectors vi , vvi or vdvi
Ei,d, Ei,q, Ei,x , Ei,y, current error of d, q, x and y-axis components
Eψ,d, Eψ,q, Eψ,x , Eψ,y, flux linkage error of d, q, x and y-axis components
f̄sw mean switching frequency
gc, gc f , g f cost functions for PTC strategies
gt f , g f cs, gcm, gcs cost functions for PCC strategies
idr , iqr d-q rotor current components
ids, iqs, ixs′ , iys′ , iz1s, iz2s d-q, x′-y′ and z1-z2 stator current components
ids,0, iqs,0, ixs′ ,0, iys′ ,0 d-q and x′-y′ stator current components due to a zero vector
ids,i , iqs,i , ixs′ ,i , iys′ ,i d-q and x′-y′ stator current components due to vector vi , vvi or vdvi

is stator current vector in a synchronous reference frame
iαβ
s stator current vector in a stationary reference frame

is,dq, is,xy current amplitude in the d-q and x-y subspaces
Ld, Lq, Lx , Ly, Lz1, Lz2 d, q, x, y, z1 and z2-axis inductances
Ldq, Lxy, L0 d-q, x-y and z1-z2 subspace inductances
Llm stator mutual leakage inductance
Lls, Llr stator and rotor self leakage inductances
Ls, Lr , Lm stator, rotor and magnetizing inductances
p number of pole-pairs
s switching state vector
sa1s, sb1s, sc1s, sa2s, sb2s, sc2s phase switching states
te electromagnetic torque
te,0 electromagnetic torque due to a vector vv0

te,i electromagnetic torque due to a vector vvi
t̄exe mean execution time
Ts sampling period
THDi , TWDi current total harmonic distortion and total waveform distortion
TWRr torque waveform ripple
us stator voltage vector in a synchronous reference frame
uαβ

s stator voltage vector in a stationary reference frame
ua1s, ub1s, uc1s, ua2s, ub2s, uc2s phase stator voltages
udr , uqr d-q rotor voltage components
uds, uqs, uxs′ , uys′ , uz1s, uz2s d-q, x′-y′ and z1-z2 stator voltage components
uαs, uβs, uxs, uys α-β, x-y stator voltage components
vi voltage vector with index i
vdvi dual virtual vector with index i
vvi virtual vector with index i
θ rotor electrical position
λi , λ f weighting factors of current and flux
ψdr , ψqr d-q rotor flux linkage components
ψds, ψqs, ψxs′ , ψys′ , ψz1s, ψz2s d-q, x′-y′ and z1-z2 stator flux linkage components
ψds,PM, ψqs,PM, ψxs′ ,PM, ψys′ ,PM, ψz1s,PM, ψz2s,PM d-q, x′-y′ and z1-z2 stator flux linkage components due to the PMs
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ψs flux linkage amplitude in the d-q subspace
ψs,0 flux linkage amplitude in the d-q subspace due to a zero vector
ψs,i flux linkage amplitude in the d-q subspace due to a vector vvi
ψs,PMi i-order harmonic component of the flux linkage due to the PMs
ωa electrical angular speed of an arbitrary reference frame
ωs, ωr stator and rotor electrical angular speeds
R rotation matrix
Tvsd VSD transformation
Udc dc-link voltage
Subscripts
d,q,x′,y′,z1,z2 d, q, x, y, z1 and z2-axis quantities
s, r stator and rotor quantities
n rated value
α,β,x,y d, q, x, y, z1 and z2-axis quantities
Superscripts
∗ reference value
k + 2 predicted quantity for instant k + 2
k + h predicted quantity for instant k + h
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